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Data
MNIST Dataset: Labeled dataset of grayscaled images of
handwritten images as an array of 784 pixel intensities

Adversarial Example: a maliciously crafted input that is
easily classified correctly by humans, but is misclassified by
a machine learning system

Split Train Data: Divide the 55000 training data as follows:
27000 to train blackbox, 27000 to train attacker, 1000 to
generate adversarial examples for. Similarly split the
validation data

Perturbation
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Test Data: We test accuracy with MNIST test dataset
(10000 examples) and we test adversarial success on ~1000
adversarial examples generated with each substitute model
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Attack Setting

Model

Attacker Knowledge:

k-Nearest Neighbors (kNN):

● does not know target’s model internals or have the
target database
● does know target’s architecture and has own dataset

● k = 5 in target, k = 3 in substitute, both with l2-distance
● In substitute, gradient is approximated with soft-min:
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Convolutional Neural Network (CNN):
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● Substitute model is simple two convolutional layers
followed by two fully connected layers
● Target model is two max pool layers followed by two
fully connected layers, trained with dropout

Adversarial
Examples

Ensemble Model (Ens):
● Learns a parameter

Transferability:

Ensembling Defense
Adversarial examples built for some model transfer best to
other models of same type
● Examples for kNN have relatively low transferability to
CNN and vice versa
● Ensemble to take advantage of low transferability

Attack Generation

sensemble(x) = skNN(x) + (1 - )sCNN(x)

Results
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● Adversarial Examples generated on one system tend to
generalize well to other systems

and score examples with
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Adversarial examples x* created for substitute

Change classification of example x from true label ℓtrue to
adversarial label ℓadversarial without modifying many pixels
● Find some adversarial input x* within an ε-ball of x by
taking gradient steps toward ℓadversarial
● selects the most important pixels

● success if model(x*) = ℓadversarial
● partial success if model(x*) ≄ℓtrue
Results show that Ensemble model is more robust to
adversarial examples crafted for kNN and for CNN
Furthermore, Ensemble model is more robust to adversarial
examples crafted for other Ensemble models
Ensembling achieves this without sacrificing test accuracy
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Future Work
ℓadversarial = 4

x* = x
while model(x* ) is not ℓadversarial :
x* := clip(x* +

f(∇xsℓ

(x*)))

References
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if x* ∉ Bε: fail

Future work include examining ensembling as a defense for
adversarial examples crafted using other attack generation
methods, effectiveness with other datasets (CIFAR10),
investigating other ensemble models, and how ensembling
complements other defences like distillation.
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